“IT’S JUST THE RIGHT TACK.”
GerberMask Yellow is a 4-mil yellow vinyl film: a high contrast stencil for painted graphics.
Perfect for sign enamels and vehicle paint, GerberMask Yellow Ultra simplifies application and
makes weeding a breeze. Its low-tack, removable adhesive eliminates paint lifting and bleeding.

GerberMask Yellow Ultra features:






Easy-to-see yellow contrast color
Effortless paint application—no bleed
Perfect for sign enamels and vehicle paint
Clean and simple removal—no paint lifting
Bakes in cycles up to 200˚F

So Easy to Handle! Here’s how:

Before you begin your project, be sure that the substrate is clean, dry, and solvent-free.

Cut the GerberMask, then
weed as a stencil.

Attach the stencil to the
sign surface, using lowtack adhesive tape.

Apply paint. (Do not use
lacquer-based paints.)

Vary the paint application
method, as desired.

Remove the mask when
the paint is “just dry” to
the touch.

GerberMask Yellow:
just right for intricate detail
and special effects!

Why Use GerberMask Yellow Ultra?
Specially designed for use as a stencil mask on smooth, flat
surfaces, GerberMask Yellow is easy to remove from OEM paint
surfaces, flexible vinyl, glass, polycarbonate, and stainless steel.
Its versatile features make it the mask of choice for:






Dozens of sign applications
Pinstriping and other vehicle graphics
Aviation repair and stenciling
Depot maintenance
Marine sign-writing and painting

GerberMask Yellow is ideal for everything: from intricate, one-of-akind designs and graphics to those big repair and repaint jobs
GerberMask Yellow Ultra
Color: Yellow
Available in 50-yard rolls
Description
15” punched
30” punched
48” unpunched

Part Number
P83157A
P83158A
P83159A

Here’s what People are Saying:
“I used the yellow GerberMask on an
airbrushed van job and the mask was
on for four hours, but there was no
bleed under; it was great. I had no
trouble pulling the mask off the van-there was no ripping and tearing like
other masks I’ve used. It has just the
right amount of adhesion.”
Karen Souza, Cranberry Signs

24 Industrial Road Park West
Tolland, CT 06084 USA
860-644-1551 / 800-222-7446
www.gerbertechnology.com/signage

